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School Zone sticker workbooks provide a fun-filled
introduction to important readiness skills. Each
workbook is carefully designed and reviewed by
teachers to promote your child's early learning
success. The interesting activities, clear directions,
and interactive stickers will provide hours of
educational fun for your child. The Get Ready for
School sticker workbook introduces your child to a
variety of readiness basics through playful activities.
The interesting lessons focus on counting and
adding objects and money, interpreting graphs,
identifying basic geometric shapes and patterns,
understanding sequences, identifying beginning
sounds, matching and comparing, reviewing
alphabetical and numerical order, and more. Letter,
number, and picture stickers enhance your child's
learning adventure. (64 pages | Ages: 4-6)
Introduces concepts necessary for children to know
before they begin kindergarten, such as knowing the
alphabet, basic shapes and colors, and numbers.
Get ready for preschool! Designed for children who
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are about to begin school for the first time, this
Learning
activity-rich, teacher-approved workbook combines
skills practice with puzzles, humor, and reward
stickers. This book lowers the barriers to learning
and sets children up for early learning success.
Highlights brings "Fun with a Purpose" into this
144-page workbook to get kids excited about school
before they even begin. This workbook introduces
essential early learning skills and concepts, such as
fine-motor control, letters, numbers, shapes, and
colors. The book also encourages the development
of other fundamental building blocks of learning--like
focus and attention to detail--and it introduces what
to expect in a preschool classroom. Plus, kids will
love the bonus pull-out Hidden Pictures progress
poster, fun reward stickers, award certificate, and
extra activities that they can take outdoors.
This preschool sticker workbook for ages 3-5 is a
playful, interactive way to learn about colors and
shapes. It includes 225+ full-color stickers that are
used to complete Hidden Pictures puzzles and other
activities. Highlights knows that the best way to
inspire kids to learn about colors and shapes is to
make learning fun--and what's more fun than
stickers? Kids will love practicing their colors and
shapes in this book with 6 pages of full-color stickers
and 64 pages of fun activities. Our award-winning
content is teacher-approved. Its combination of
geometric shape- and color-identification, writing
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skills, puzzles, humor, and playful art will excite
Learning
learners and help with school readiness and
success.
What's the Play Smart secret? Making learning fun!
Created by educational experts, the award-winning
Play Smart series uses Gakken’s unique fun-first
method of completing age-appropriate activities that
are progressively more challenging, building on
small achievements, and fostering an eagerness to
learn. Play Smart’s philosophy rewards success and
builds confidence. The variety of activities leads to
creative problem-solving skills and prepares children
for the journey of lifelong learning. Play Smart
Alphabet 3+ includes a variety of entertaining and
engaging puzzles, games, and challenges that get
kids prepped for preschool!
Help your preschooler develop their vocabulary and
early literacy skills with this Cut & Paste Skills
Workbook introducing 100 essential first words.
Organised into groups Animals Type viz Terrestrial
animal, Aquatic animals, Poultry, Animals that live in
the soil, Insect. It has 24 pages, This book is sticker
for First 100 Animals Sticker Book Volume 2 (PT
Travel) Sticker Book: Measures 8.5 x 11 inch,
perfect size for kids. Preschoolers practice important
scissor use and cutting and pasting skills Colorful
stickers add to the fun Convenient, perfect size for
handbag and schoolbag. Durable cover to protect
your book - Matte-Finish There are 100 amazing
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picture for your preschooler to discover inside This
Learning
fun activity book, not Included Glue. SCISSORS
PRACTICE - Cut 'em out, match 'em up, stick 'em
on! Cut & Paste Skills Workbook for kids provides a
fun-filled introduction to important readiness skills.
Each kids workbook is carefully designed and
reviewed by teachers to promote your child's early
learning success. Preschool Practice reinforce
scissor skills from multiple angles and use picture
clues to increase vocabulary. It is intended for
children ages 3 through 5. Organized into groups
Animals Type, each page features familiar, everyday
words, and learning becomes interactive as children
find and match the correct stickers to the correct
spaces. A great book to help children aged three and
over build language, start word and picture
association, and develop hand-eye coordination
skills.
What's the Play Smart secret? Learning should be
fun! Gakken’s Play Smart workbooks and classes
have been helping children from ages 2-5 to develop
important skills for more than 30 years in Japan.
Now this unique, tried-and-true creative learning
system is available in North America. Play Smart
Animal Picture Puzzlers 2+ is packed with 70 funfirst, thoroughly engaging, animal-based activities
designed to enhance fine motor skills, focus,
creativity, and problem-solving. Children ages 2 and
up will have a great time playing matching games,
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solving mazes, tracing, drawing, and more. The
Learning
activities build on one another throughout the book,
helping children to become more confident and
independent as they go. Notes to parents on every
page provide helpful directions for extending the
learning. Plus, this unique workbook comes with 80+
stickers which are used in certain activities, and as
rewards for a job well-done
Help your preschooler develop their vocabulary and
early literacy skills with this Cut & Paste Skills
Workbook introducing 100 essential first words.
Organised into groups including Fruit and
Vegetables. It has 24 pages, This book is sticker for
first 100 words for First 100 Fruit and Vegetables
Sticker Book Volume 4 (Bella Twilight) Sticker Book:
Measures 8.5 x 11 inch, perfect size for kids.
Preschoolers practice important scissor use and
cutting and pasting skills Colorful stickers add to the
fun Convenient, perfect size for handbag and
schoolbag. Durable cover to protect your book Matte-Finish There are 100 amazing picture for your
preschooler to discover inside This fun activity book,
not Included Glue. SCISSORS PRACTICE - Cut 'em
out, match 'em up, stick 'em on! Cut & Paste Skills
Workbook for kids provides a fun-filled introduction
to important readiness skills. Each kids workbook is
carefully designed and reviewed by teachers to
promote your child's early learning success.
Preschool Practice reinforce scissor skills from
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multiple angles and use picture clues to increase
Learning
vocabulary. It is intended for children ages 3 through
5. Organized into groups such as animals, toys, and
things that go, each page features familiar, everyday
words, and learning becomes interactive as children
find and match the correct stickers to the correct
spaces. A great book to help children aged three and
over build language, start word and picture
association, and develop hand-eye coordination
skills.
What's the Play Smart secret? Making learning fun!
BOOK FEATURES 70 pages includes over 50
stickers, and a wipe-off activity board For ages 3-5
8.25" x 11.875" portrait (top binding) Play Smart
Cutting and Pasting 3+ includes a variety of
entertaining and engaging cutting, pasting and
challenges that get kids prepped for preschool! It will
make your children familiar with scissor skills for
preschool and strengthen fine-motor skills. The
activities such as cutting lines and shapes, gluing,
stickers, mazes, counting build on helping children to
become more confident and independent as they go.
What’s Play Smart Workbooks Over 48 million Play
Smart Workbooks sold worldwide. Educational
method with over 60 years of experience. Age
appropriate activities: Activities are carefully
developed to match the level of specific age group.
Step-by-step method: The instruction and the activity
gradually get challenging throughout the workbook.
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Wide variety of activities: Variety of activities from
Learning
different approaches help children strengthen critical
thinking skills and creativity, which help them to be
able to solve practical problems on their own. It also
helps keep their interest and focus. Stickers: Uses
stickers within the context of certain activities and
also as rewards for completed work to keep children
motivated. 4 colors throughout the book with variety
of fun illustrations: The cute and colorful illustrations
engage children in activities. Fun illustrations help
children understand the activities without reading the
instructions. Support children’s learning: “To
Parents” sections explain the effective ways for
parents to support children’s learning. School
readiness: Children can acquire basic academic
skills before entering preschool. Play Smart Series
has won National Parenting Product Awards and
Family Choice Award. About Gakken Gakken is the
number 1 educational publisher in Japan. Founded
in 1946 by Hideto Furuoka, the mission of Gakken
has always been to produce fun-first, educational
materials for children. Gakken is well-known to Asian
families for its bestselling workbooks. Gakken is also
well-respected in academic circles - publishing
popular teaching materials for preschools,
kindergartens, and primary schools. In addition to its
substantial publishing business, Gakken also runs
14,000 learning centers called “Gakken
Classrooms” and operates nursery schools - all
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inspired by the successful formula used in their
Learning
workbooks. Play Smart’s philosophy rewards
success and builds confidence. Created by
educational experts, this award-winning Play Smart
series uses Gakken’s unique fun-first method of
completing age-appropriate activities that are
progressively more challenging, building on small
achievements, and fostering an eagerness to learn.
The variety of activities leads to creative problemsolving skills and prepares children for the journey of
lifelong learning.
Children go crazy for Sticker by Numbers, an
innovative new series that takes stickers to a whole
new level. Simply match the colored stickers to the
numbers on each page to create stunning works of
art. This special junior version features larger
stickers that are easy to grasp for smaller artists.
With over 650 stickers, children can create rocket
ships, flowers, butterflies, sailboats, and much more.
Move over, coloring books! Here’s an entirely new
craft that kids will love: Paint by Sticker Kids. Paint
by Sticker Kids is the same compelling craft first
introduced in Paint by Sticker, but just for kids! The
book includes everything you need to create 10
bright, playful, full-color illustrations—illustrated
templates printed on perforated card stock, and 10
pages of stickers to fill in and create the artwork. The
fun, vibrant images are rendered in “low-poly,” a
computer graphics style using geometric polygon
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shapes to create a 3-D effect. As in paint-by-number,
Learning
each template is divided into hundreds of spaces,
each with a number that corresponds to a particular
sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the
right space. Add the next, and the next, and the next
and voila! It’s a rocket ship blasting through space.
A Tyrannosaurus rex prowling his domain. A pickup
truck hauling its load. A friendly toucan hanging on
his perch. Kids will love watching these pictures
come to life. Plus, each is suitable for framing or the
fridge.
Stickers can offer far more than amusement. In Math
Stickers the stickers become manipulatives,
requiring a child to locate the correct sticker in order
to solve the problems, creating an interactive
learning experience. Soon kids will be able to
recognize that each numeral has a unique name and
shape, and each numerical symbol represents a
number. This, along with counting objects, builds
important early math skills. Add colorful illustrations,
games, matching and reward stickers to the mix and
a child can't help but be engaged in this colorful
world of numbers. See for yourself--engage your
child in Math Readiness today. Get your child stuck
on learning!
Blank Sticker Book Put a SMILE on your child's face!
Get this blank sticker book and nurture your kid's
hobby and creativity. Do you have a sticker lover at
home? We are glad to share with you a great sticker
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book which can be a good helper for your children or
Learning
a great personalized gift idea for your kid's. Makes a
great souvenir gift for young children! Who loves to
collect all the favorite stickers and keep in one place.
Get the custom-designed sticker book as pictured. It
comes with blank pages for your kids to have fun
with their lovely sticker. This Sticker book contains
blank templates of 100 pages with 8 x 10 inch
dimensions to stick favorite stickers. This Sticker
book is published by a KDP independent publisher,
Paperback Paradise! Grab your copy today! ? Let us
know what books you loved and hated, what you're
planning, what you have, what you need? and if you
have your design ideas for future improvements and
new products. Thanks for taking the time to check
out our author central page, Paperback Paradise!
School Zone Little Hand Helper Workbooks provide
a fun-filled introduction to important readiness skills.
Each workbook is carefully designed and reviewed
by teachers to promote your child's early learning
success. Tracing Trails contains a variety of
exercises that will help your child develop the eyehand coordination skills that are necessary to learn
to write clearly. The interesting activities with clear
directions will provide hours of educational fun for
your child. Plus, the colorful award stickers will
enhance your child's learning adventure. (Ages: 3-5 |
32 Pages and 68 Stickers | Dimensions: 11x8.5in)
Preschoolers will have hours of fun with this activityPage 10/20
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packed book. There are puzzles to complete,
Learning
pictures to color in, drawing activities, as well as over
200 stickers to place on the book pages. A great way
for kids to learn while having fun.
Highlights Hidden Pictures® puzzles about planes,
trains and cars--now with over 280 colorful stickers!
Stickers bring an exciting new element to everyone's
favorite puzzle--Hidden Pictures®! This book is filled
with full-color and black-and-white Hidden Pictures
scenes about all kinds of transportation, along with 8
pages of vibrant stickers to mark the hidden objects.
For Hidden Pictures fans of all ages, here is an
unbeatable combination that makes a terrific gift!
This preschool sticker-based learning book features alphabetthemed Hidden Pictures puzzles and other activities designed
to teach and reinforce letter recognition and alphabet order in
a fun, sticker-filled format. Highlights knows that the best way
to get kids to learn the alphabet is to make it fun--and what's
more fun than stickers? Kids will love learning and practicing
their ABCs with 290-plus full-color stickers and the dozens of
fun activities in this book. Our award-winning content blends
important letter writing skills with sticker puzzles, humor, and
playful art, which makes learning exciting and will help kids
develop a lifelong love of language.
This Big Kindergarten Workbook combines popular 32-page
School Zone workbooks into one convenient 320-page
volume. Child-friendly exercises and full-color illustrations
make learning fun. Use Big Workbooks to reinforce or review
grade-level skills or prepare for the upcoming school year.
Contents include: Numbers 1-12, Alphabet, Hidden Pictures,
Thinking Skills, Transition Math, Reading Readiness Book 1,
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Directions, and Colors. (Ages 4-5)
The Disney Learning Magical Adventures in Preschool
workbook takes young learners on an adventure through
200+ early math and reading activities! Classic Disney
characters Minnie, Mickey, Donald, Daisy, Goofy, and Pluto
encourage kids as they learn important skills for school.
Help your preschooler get ready for a great start with this
64-page Preschool Scholar Deluxe Edition workbook. Follow
the lovable Lulu on a trip through the Grand Zoo, as an
iguana, quetzal, unicorn, and other critter friends make
reading and writing ABCs so much fun! Kids will enjoy
learning beginning sounds, early math, cause & effect,
shapes, and much more! The tablet size design of the book
makes it easy to slip into a backpack or bag, so your child can
learn and have fun anytime, anywhere! A Parent Guide inside
the front cover offers helpful tips for maximizing the learning,
and Activities to Share inside the back cover suggest fun,
easy, creative activities that get kids stretching their senses
and critical thinking skills.
The creators of the Core Knowledge Series for elementary
school students turn their attention to the needs of
preschoolers to describe the essential building blocks of
knowledge they require to provide a firm foundation for their
future educational career, in a read-aloud anthology that
covers everything from science and history to songs, stories,
and more. Original. 60,000 first printing.
What's the Play Smart secret? Learning should be fun! Funfirst activities—an engaging mix of mazes, matching games,
picture puzzles and more—keep kids thoroughly entertained
while they hone important skills from focus and fine motor
coordination to problem solving and social skills. Notes to
parents on every page offer suggestions for building
vocabulary and reasoning abilities as kids play their way
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helping little ones to build a sense of confidence as they
progress. And more than 80 adorable stickers add to the
excitement: kids choose a reward sticker after finishing each
challenge. A wipe-off activity board completes the package.
What's the Play Smart secret? Making learning fun! BOOK
FEATURES 70 pages includes over 80 stickers, and a wipeoff activity board For ages 2-4 8.25" x 11.875" portrait (top
binding) Play Smart Cutting and Pasting 2+ includes a variety
of entertaining and engaging cutting, pasting and challenges
that get children prepped for preschool! It will make your
children familiar with basic scissor skills and strengthen finemotor skills. The activities such as cutting straight line, curves
and shapes as well as gluing, stickers, mazes, counting build
on helping children to become more confident and
independent as they go. What’s Play Smart Workbooks Over
48 million Play Smart Workbooks sold worldwide. Educational
method with over 60 years of experience. Age appropriate
activities: Activities are carefully developed to match the level
of specific age group. Step-by-step method: The instruction
and the activity gradually get challenging throughout the
workbook. Wide variety of activities: Variety of activities from
different approaches help children strengthen critical thinking
skills and creativity, which help them to be able to solve
practical problems on their own. It also helps keep their
interest and focus. Stickers: Uses stickers within the context
of certain activities and also as rewards for completed work to
keep children motivated. 4 colors throughout the book with
variety of fun illustrations: The cute and colorful illustrations
engage children in activities. Fun illustrations help children
understand the activities without reading the instructions.
Support children’s learning: “To Parents” sections explain
the effective ways for parents to support children’s learning.
School readiness: Children can acquire basic academic skills
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National Parenting Product Awards and Family Choice
Award. About Gakken Gakken is the number 1 educational
publisher in Japan. Founded in 1946 by Hideto Furuoka, the
mission of Gakken has always been to produce fun-first,
educational materials for children. Gakken is well-known to
Asian families for its bestselling workbooks. Gakken is also
well-respected in academic circles - publishing popular
teaching materials for preschools, kindergartens, and primary
schools. In addition to its substantial publishing business,
Gakken also runs 14,000 learning centers called “Gakken
Classrooms” and operates nursery schools - all inspired by
the successful formula used in their workbooks. Play Smart’s
philosophy rewards success and builds confidence. Created
by educational experts, this award-winning Play Smart series
uses Gakken’s unique fun-first method of completing ageappropriate activities that are progressively more challenging,
building on small achievements, and fostering an eagerness
to learn. The variety of activities leads to creative problemsolving skills and prepares children for the journey of lifelong
learning.
In this Kids activity book, your child will practice holding a
pencil or crayon correctly while playing the games. Improve
brain learning, drawing skills and meditation practice for kids.
Your child will develop the fine motor control needed for
Kindergarten and plus. Your kids would love this book
because the book has game on each pages. Idea for funny
gifts for Kids.

With 350 removable stickers and 64 clever gameboards,
this sticker workbook provides hours of learning fun!
**2019 National Parenting Product Awards Winner**
(NAPPAawards.com) Playing with stickers books is a
marvelous way for preschool children to hone fine motor
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they play. With this sticker activity book for children ages
3 to 5, your child will: -solve mazes -play matching and
counting games -decorate pictures While entertaining for
hours on end, these preschool activity books can also
teach your child to: -practice skills like decision making
-sort objects by shape and color -build confidence -and
much more! Filled with lively illustrations of animals,
children, food, toys, vehicles, and other appealing
subjects, I CAN DO THAT: STICKERS comes with
adorable removable stickers so that the activities can be
enjoyed over and over again.
A Richard Scarry activity book jam-packed with mazes,
games, puzzles and over 800 stickers--plus all of your
favorite Busytown friends! Boys and girls ages 3 to 7 will
love this full-color activity book featuring all their favorite
friends from Richard Scarry's Busytown! Kids can enjoy
hours of fun with pictures to color, awesome activities to
complete, and more than 800 stickers!
What's the Play Smart secret? Making learning fun!
Created by educational experts, the award-winning Play
Smart series uses Gakken’s unique fun-first method of
completing age-appropriate activities that are
progressively more challenging, building on small
achievements, and fostering an eagerness to learn. Play
Smart’s philosophy rewards success and builds
confidence. The variety of activities leads to creative
problem-solving skills and prepares children for the
journey of lifelong learning. Play Smart Alphabet 2+
includes a variety of entertaining and engaging puzzles,
games, and challenges that get kids prepped for
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Now learning the ABCs is quicker with"€"stickers ‚Trace
Q. Then write Q. Then place the stickers that show the Q
sound, like Quarter and Queen. Stickers are fun
Especially stickers that plug into each activity to
complete the exercises and playfully help develop
readiness skills. This unique method of learning teaches
skills like how to recognize and print letters, identify
beginning sounds, match pictures to words, and review
alphabetical order, which builds an important foundation
for reading. And with this Alphabet Stickers Workbook
from the Stuck on Learning ‚ series, it's all cleverly
disguised as enjoyable sticker play designed to prepare
your child for elementary school. There are also colorful
reward stickers that reward your child over and over for a
job well done. And when he or she completes the book,
a full-page Certificate of Achievement awaits. As your
child traces, outlines, and works through this workbook,
he or she will be developing those essential skills
needed for future success in school. Get your child stuck
on learning
A bright and colourful book, filled with sticker and writing
activities to give children the best possible start at
school. Supporting the learning of letters, numbers, first
concepts, sequencing and matching, the workbook also
includes helpful notes for parents to ensure children get
the most from each page.
Preschool StickersSticker Workbooks
Introducing the next book in the bestselling I CAN DO
THAT! series. Preschoolers will love to solve mazes,
play matching and counting games and decorate
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and clever activities to create tons of fun—and lots of
learning! Playing with stickers books is a marvelous way
for preschool children to hone fine motor skills, hand-eye
coordination, and spatial relations while they play. With
this sticker activity workbook for children ages 2 to 5,
your child will: solve mazes play matching and counting
games decorate pictures While entertaining for hours on
end, these preschool activity books can also teach your
child to: practice skills like decision making sort objects
by shape and color build confidence and much more!
Filled with lively illustrations of animals, children, food,
toys, vehicles, and other appealing subjects, I CAN DO
THAT! STICKER SUPERSTAR comes with adorable
illustrated stickers so that the activities can be enjoyed
over and over again. Gakken Publishing is the largest
publisher of children's educational books in Japan. For
the first time, these sophisticated and exciting books are
now available to parents, teachers, and caregivers in the
United States.
Reenact a special event the year round with a picture of
a simple wooden stable and sticker images of wise men,
angels, cattle, shepherds, the Holy Family, and other
figures.
School Zone Little Hand Helper Workbooks provide a funfilled introduction to important readiness skills. Each
workbook is carefully designed and reviewed by teachers
to promote your child's early learning success. Hide &
Seek contains an exciting collection of dot-to-dot and
hidden picture puzzles based on Mother Goose rhymes.
These puzzles will help your child practice number
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coordination. The interesting activities with clear
directions will provide hours of educational fun for your
child. Plus the colorful award stickers will enhance your
child's learning adventure. (Ages: 3-5 | 32 Pages and 68
Stickers | Dimensions: 11x8.5in. )
What’s the Play Smart secret? Learning should be fun!
Gakken’s Play Smart workbooks and classes have been
helping children from ages 2-5 to develop important skills
for more than 30 years in Japan. Now this unique, triedand-true creative learning system is available in North
America. Play Smart Vehicle Picture Puzzlers 3+ is
packed with 70 fun-first, thoroughly engaging, vehiclebased activities designed to enhance reasoning, problemsolving, and fine motor skills. Children ages 3 and up will
have a great time playing matching and counting games,
solving mazes, tracing, drawing, and more. The activities
build on one another throughout the book, helping
children to become more confident and independent as
they go. Notes to parents on every page provide helpful
directions for extending the learning. Plus, this unique
workbook comes with 80+ stickers which are used in
certain activities, and as rewards for a job well-done.
What's the Play Smart secret? Learning should be fun!
Fun-first activities—an engaging mix of tracing, drawing,
cutting and pasting, mazes and more—keep kids
thoroughly entertained while they build focus and fine
motor coordination. Notes to parents on every page offer
suggestions for enhancing vocabulary and problem
solving skills as kids play their way through the book.
The activities get progressively harder, helping little ones
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progress. And more than 80 adorable stickers add to the
excitement: kids choose a reward sticker after finishing
each challenge. A wipe-off activity board completes the
package.
Peppa Pig stars in a school-themed deluxe full-color
activity book--featuring more than 500 stickers! Learning
is fun with Peppa, George, and all their friends in this
school-themed super sticker activity book filled with
activities, mazes, posters, and more than 500 stickers!
It's perfect for Peppa Pig fans ages 3 to 7! Peppa Pig is
a loveable little piggy who lives with her younger brother,
George, Mummy Pig, and Daddy Pig. Peppa loves
playing games, dressing up, visiting exciting places, and
making new friends--but her absolute favorite thing is
jumping up and down in muddy puddles!
What's the Play Smart secret? Learning should be fun!
Gakken’s Play Smart workbooks and classes have been
helping children from ages 2-5 to develop important skills
for more than 30 years in Japan. Now this unique, triedand-true creative learning system is available in North
America. Play Smart Color and Shape Picture Puzzlers
2+ is packed with 70 fun-first, thoroughly engaging,
activities designed to enhance fine motor skills, focus,
creativity, and problem-solving—as well as familiarizing
little ones with different colors and shapes. Children ages
2 and up will have a great time playing matching games,
tracing, coloring, creating patterns, and more. The
activities build on one another throughout the book,
helping children to become more confident and
independent as they go. Notes to parents on every page
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Plus, this unique workbook comes with 80+ stickers
which are used in certain activities, and as rewards for a
job well-done.
Help your preschooler develop their vocabulary and early
literacy skills with this sticker book introducing over 100
essential first words. Organized into groups such as farm
animals, toys, and things that go, each colorful page
features familiar, everyday words and pictures, and
learning becomes interactive as children look for, find,
and match the correct stickers to the correct spaces. A
great book to help children aged three and over build
language, start word and picture association, and
develop hand-eye coordination skills.
What's the Play Smart secret? Learning should be fun!
Fun-first activities—an engaging mix of drawing, number
games, picture puzzles and more—keep kids thoroughly
entertained while they build reasoning skills, vocabulary,
and creativity. Notes to parents on every page offer
suggestions for enhancing focus and problem solving
skills as kids play their way through the book. The
activities get progressively harder, helping little ones to
build a sense of confidence as they progress. And more
than 80 adorable stickers add to the excitement: kids
choose a reward sticker after finishing each challenge. A
wipe-off activity board completes the package.
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